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Rhiannon 

By Samuel Argueta 

Inspired by “Rhiannon” and other songs of Fleetwood Mac 

 The brown winds whirl throughout the expanding frontier of the Wonder Wasteland. 

Once a world full of magic and mysticism, where the tales of woe were as real as the rain that 

dewed on the green grass. Now those spanning woods, those magical kingdoms of princesses 

waiting for their white knight, those seas that harbored the mermaids that blissfully wished to see 

the continents above, are gone. Thousands of years have left it a barren desert where you had to 

adapt in order to survive. People and mystical animals survived the great scourge, however the 

magic of fairies, witches, treasures abound, and dreams have become scarce like the waters of 

life. They laid in secret within the world, coined as “Oasis” by those who dared to seek them. 

Outlaws, riders of the creatures of the world, search for these magical spots for the fame and 

glory. With only a trusted steed and a gun by their side, they travel throughout to find these 

wonders by any means necessary. Even if it means soaking the parched ground in blood. 

*** 

 A single claw digs its fangs into the sand, ruining its bonsai perfection, as a dragon and 

his rider stand on top a rocky hill. The rider, a woman of fare beauty and unfair attitude, hops off 

her steed. The almighty dragon, a Crimson Mare as the Outlaws call him, stares past the rider 

and at a herd of Defaries, a sheep breed thought to be the only guides to fairies, on his right. The 

rider walks forward toward the cliffs, taking out her binoculars to see the distance. Her steed 

salivates and opens his jaws to unsheathe his sabretooth-like fangs. It’s been a while since they 

stopped for a meal and eyeing this herd grazing in the only field in miles made the dragon savor 
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it more. As the massacre went on behind her, with slow tears of flesh like tape and baas like 

screams, the rider peers her eyes past the spanning desert, in between the peaks of the Ravaging 

Mountains, at the large sandstorm in the distance. A spinning tornado toward the heavens, with 

thunder and lightning revealing the black storm within its sand shield. Even from here, she could 

hear its rampage ringing her ears. Her goal in sight, just a day or two’s ride through more death 

and despair. The rider, lowering the binoculars from her eyes, folds them and puts them away in 

her pack. She finally turns to see the gory mess the dragon left behind. She sucks her teeth to the 

sight of pink bits on the ground, bloody and veiny, and hanging uncivilized in the beast’s mouth. 

 “Sometimes I wished you ate whole.” She hears the dragon snarl at the remark as he goes 

to lift the chunk into his mouth. Cooked to perfection; his fangs did the trick better than any 

smothering fire. The rider lets out a sigh as she swings her hips toward the beast. Before she 

could mount, strapping the pack onto his left back leg, she saw in front of her what looks to be an 

Albatross standing on a grey rock, contrary to the brown ones around them. The rider couldn’t 

help but stare, even as she got on the steed. Such a bird, especially a sea bird, shouldn’t even be 

alive today. She’d hear stories of the unmagical animals, all gone in return for their fantastical 

descendants. She could feel a spiritual ambience in the air the more she keeps her eyes on the 

Albatross. Eyes beyond the horizon, not once flying away to the rustling of the pair. The rider 

lowers her cowboy hat before mushing the dragon forward. He roars toward the sky, throat 

pounding like a drum, to lunge down the mountain, pouncing on each stone like a mountain lion. 

Down to center ground, the pair ride through the desert. What a silhouette it was! The rider, with 

her hat down to her eyes to cover in shadows, riding on top the mighty Crimson Mare that waves 

his false mane and digs his claws into the earth of the Wonder Wasteland. Any passerby would 
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stop what they were doing to witness such a sight. Such a beauty it was to live the life of an 

Outlaw, riding through danger with only luck on your side. 

*** 

 Once upon a time, there lived a girl named Rhiannon, who waved her black hair to the 

wind of the night and perked her crimson lips like a blossomed rose. Such beauty beyond 

compare in her small farm town and all around the wasteland. Such beauty can also be a curse. 

Rather than live her happily ever after like the princesses of her bedtime stories, her beauty 

shunned all men and woman away. She had been born with a curse, she always cried out toward 

the moon. Life had been this way for her as she grew up, until the scorn and hatred eventually 

pushed her to become an outlaw of the west. Once a part of a Triad with two men, one being 

what she thought to have been her first lover, a man named Tantric Chain, she left on her own 

when even Tantric turned her away. As a lone Outlaw, she turned her attention to rumors of the 

Silver Springs, an Oasis told to contain a remnant of the old world and a woman named the 

White Witch. Legends say this beauty and the springs had the power to give to those what they 

truly desired. Rhiannon paid close attention to those rumors and set her sights toward that 

treasure. 

On the road, she arrived in the capital of Tusk, filled with peaceful travelers and wolfmen 

thieves, to buy her first steed. They were a necessity for a rider to live as an Outlaw, much more 

important than any gun, in order to ride through the harsh landscapes. Go out without one, and 

you’ll either die from the long walks in the sun or from the likes of other more smarter Outlaws. 

As she walked along the stables, her mind focused and filtered from the noise of the zoo, none of 

them, from the gallant Strageer to the flying Goldbolts, satisfied her lust for a powerful beast. 

That was when she stumbled upon the stadium in the center of the city. She joined the audience, 
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who roared to the simplest of pleasures, and watched the savage brawl of two steeds. One, a 

young Boxen calf not old enough to grow its mighty golden horns the size of bastard swords, and 

the other, which snagged and held Rhiannon’s stunned attention, a Crimson Mare. The two 

fought with a bloody ferocity, the calf pierced the dragon’s hide with its genetic dragon killers 

while the Mare grabbed its face and tore off enough skin for a hat. The Crimson Mare was a rare 

breed around these parts, with rumors of only a few left in the world. Noble souls, who wore 

their so-called justice like a cape, have tried to ride upon this mighty steed, but they have all 

either left in disappointment or in death. The Crimson Mare does not seek a noble soul. Only 

someone with a cold and heartless soul that would shoot a man down without a second thought 

can claim to ride on top his back. Rhiannon watched, as the beast claimed his victory and meal, 

with a smile. The crowd jumped out their seats and boomed in excitement toward the vast sky 

along with it. The dragon calmed down and went to gorge on his reward when he felt Rhiannon’s 

presence and snapped his neck toward her with a growl. The two laid their hollow eyes on each 

other, and soon afterward they became long partners. 

*** 

A long day of riding brought the night sky and the unorthodox chill of the air. Halfway 

close to her goal, Rhiannon set up a small camp around the cinders of flames. The fire kept 

nighttime phantoms and creatures away, while serving for a nice wasteland barbecue. Rhiannon 

sat against a rock, eating away the flesh of Defaries meat she had bought from town. Her 

Crimson Mare, Tusk, named after the town they met, found a nice resting place away from the 

fire and away from her. A sense of peace under the stars, possibly the calm before the storm. 

Rhiannon turns her eyes to the beast, trying his best to get sleep. A smirk ran on the side of her 

face he couldn’t see. With one piece of the tender breast, she began waving it nudgingly towards 
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Tusk’s field of vision. She gains his attention and his growl. Rhiannon made a clicking noise 

with her teeth as if addressing a pet. Tusk stood up and let out a roar, getting ready to pounce. 

Rhiannon knew she was playing with fire. Her partnership with the dragon is a contract; nothing 

more and nothing less. Show any sign of a noble soul, or as she understood as lighter feelings, 

and she’ll become a puddle. Luckily, she’s had the honor of being the longest lasting Crimson 

Mare rider in the Wonder Wasteland for 2 years, and she has come to know the beast well in and 

out. Sometimes, she’d use that for a little fun. Tusk fought against his natural instincts, yet the 

rumbling of his stomach took control of all thoughts. Finally, he sat like a cat, though he didn’t 

dare wag its serpentine tongue like a dog. Rhiannon throws the chunk into his mouth. The beast 

catches it and begins eating, sneering his fangs at the girl. Rhiannon held her chuckle in as she 

went back to her solitude. Before lowering her hat down to sleep, a glimpse of the sky caught her 

attention. Up above, the twinkling rainbow of stars could be seen sleeping on their cosmic bed, 

hueing from red to purple and back again. She heard tales that the sky is an Oasis, where most of 

the wonder creatures and beings went up after the scourge. No one can ever reach the heavens; 

only when you die. Rhiannon’s mind went into contemplation the more her eyes reflect the 

cosmos. She began to think of her parents when they were young, and the memories of their 

loving affection. From the good and bad times, not once did they crack. All their lives they 

showered each other with love, and in turn showered that love onto her in. Suddenly, Rhiannon 

snaps her gun out of its holster and pointed up toward the heavens. The click of the weapon takes 

hold of Tusk’s attention, and the beast turns to see Rhiannon’s glaring teeth and sparkling tears. 

Rhiannon couldn’t hold herself much longer, only keeping it together by digging her own fang 

into her lip. Such beauty loved by all. Why not her? 
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Rhiannon sends her arm to the ground, puffing up sand into the air, before she could 

unload the whole cylinder at nothing. She turns to see Tusk staring. She bucks at him like a 

predator, and the beast returns to his own volitions. Rhiannon turns to her golden revolver, 

shining finish hidden from the rust and dirt under the fire’s light, and removes 3 bullets. 3 tonight 

were enough for a sharpshooter. As she places them into her holder, she takes out one special 

amber bullet and let the flames reveal the etched name, her name. Rhiannon felt the bullet around 

her fingers, letting the smooth shell, created by a master crafter, be tainted with her oils. It serves 

as a reminder if the Silver Springs let her down, if her answer had always been with her all 

along. An empty stream to carry her own blood. She quickly put the bullet away and the gun into 

her holster like a sword’s sheath. A scream in the night catch Rhiannon and Tusk’s attention. 

They swiftly turn their heads to the east. Staring at them in the darkness, in drones, were the 

specters of dogs. Tusk raises his head and growls as the pack continues their howls, so loud they 

were practically next to them! 

“Jeez, it’s just those mutts,” Rhiannon comments, lowering her hat like the dogs were 

nothing to be bothered with. The hounds of hell had been tracking them for months now, yet they 

never seem to attack. She heard rumors of Hellhounds, yet the stories vary and no one really 

knows why they stalk through the night. By this point, she had become used to their shrills of 

agony. Tusk roars his sonic boom at the hounds, but they do not yield. Their red burning eyes 

continued their gaze. The pair just ignore them for the night, and they both went soundly to 

sleep. 

*** 

The air rumbles like a tremor as the pair stares up toward the sandstorm from a distance. 

Rhiannon couldn’t see any sight of something beyond the sand wall now. Nothing but the brown 
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flesh of this unnatural disaster. But she knew the White Witch lays beyond. Their journey is 

coming close to its end. Tusk shakes his mane side to side as he raises his head up, only to twitch 

to the right. Something else dangerous was coming. Rhiannon didn’t notice immediately, her 

focus down to her waist to grab her goggles and mask, until Tusk let out a horrible snarl. She 

turns to that direction, seeing several puffs of air blasting upwards and riding fast toward them. 

Rhiannon withdrew her gun, but something pierced her hand in the blink of an eye. The shock 

sent her off her steed. Tusk turns around only for the sand underneath to burst up and reveal a 

large snake, a Neiderconda. The serpent chomps on the dragon’s hide near the neck. Tusk roars 

in pain, the serpent’s fangs equally as sharp as his own, as he tries to shake off the beast. But it 

wraps its body around quickly. Rhiannon recovers herself quick enough to roll away from the 

steed’s savage fight. All of it looks like a blur of black, red and brown combining together. She 

gets up, pulls out her gun, and points it at the snake. It wraps tighter around Tusk, making it an 

easy target. Suddenly, the warm metal of a revolver brushes past her hair and touches her dirty 

scalp. 

“Better put the gun down, ma’am. Empty it too while you’re at it.” Rhiannon hears a 

man’s voice say behind her head, with the pull of the hammer accompanying him. Rhiannon 

bites her lip as she empties and drops the gun, hearing the gold droplets disappear to the sand. 

She turns around to face the barrel of Tantric’s gun. Tantric cracks his usual yellow grin. To 

Rhiannon, his face looks exactly the same everywhere he bravely shows it; ugly with no hint of a 

shower. The least he could do is find a hole in drown in it. “I’d say we better let our beasts 

handle their own fight, sugar.” 

“Well, I’ll be damned. Where’s that cardboard cutout of a partner?” Rhiannon asked. 
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“Oh, well I’d say he’s with his mother. Can’t say he was trustworthy material,” Tantric 

said with a happy smile. He wiggles his favorite gun. His teeth, stained rotten gold, upset 

Rhiannon’s stomach. 

“You actually killed him. How long have you followed us?” Tantric pauses before 

bursting out of laughter. Rhiannon keeps her composure, looking for a way out before her ex 

decides to pull the trigger. Tantric suddenly becomes calm as he grabs Rhiannon’s cheeks, 

getting his dirt covered face closer. 

“I ain’t never wanted to follow your cursed little self. I’m here for myself, hearing all 

bout that cute little witch right past that there storm.” Tantric drives the barrel against 

Rhiannon’s forehead. The hole began to leave an itchy mark. Rhiannon could hear Tusk 

struggling with the serpent behind them, both bodies throwing each other around the sand. Tusk 

barely ever struggles before. “I’m thinking of wishing my own posse of followers. Living or 

maybe even undead. Maybe I’ll wish a hundred wives for my shack back home. Maybe I’ll just 

fancy the witch herself.” 

“You’re just as sick as when you-” Rhiannon holds her tongue before she gets herself 

killed. She tries to stare all over at Tantric for an opportunity without him knowing. He may be 

dumb sounding, but somewhere in his brain lies a deadly, primitive force that dares you to 

wreakin with it. How her brains haven’t been spilled onto the desert sand with the start of a bang 

is a mystery to her. Tantric must been enjoying his position. 

“Oh, baby you still mad about that. Wasn’t my fault your parents brought this onto you. 

You know what? Speaking of which,” Tantric starts to squeeze his finger on the trigger and 

closes one eye. Unknown to those who manage to live, this is his signature way of firing. 
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“Having the chance to send you to them and getting my prize seems like a win-win for us, woo-

hoo. Now that’s something we can be both grateful of. Wouldn’t you-“ 

Rhiannon stares straight into Tantric’s sole pupil, and notices it move past her just as his 

steed emits a horrific roar of pain. She can hear Tusk’s fangs breaking armor and puncturing 

flesh. He got the advantage for both of them! With Tantric distracted, Rhiannon swipes her leg 

against his right hip and blind spot. Tantric lets out a painful scream as he fires, taking some 

strands of Rhiannon’s hair. She quickly grabs his gun hand with her left hand and punches him in 

his chest with the other. He wheezes as he lets go of the gun and drops to the sand. He tries to 

grab it, but Rhiannon quickly picks him up and jabs his stomach again. She swings at his face 

multiple times, finally releasing all that pent-up rage, until it became nothing but a swollen, 

purple mess. Tantric falls on his back in shock. He groans as he stares straight up at Rhiannon, 

the radiant sun blinding him from her cold and beautiful face. She turns away and grabs his gun 

rather than her own. With the fight between Tusk and Tantric’s steed silent, ending with a loud 

and painful scream, Rhiannon steps on his stomach and points the gun right at his forehead. 

Tantric’s only visible eye grows painfully wide. 

“You truly loved this gun more than anything in the world, even men close to you. You 

believed it to be your most loyal friend.” Rhiannon pulls the hammer as the cylinder fit a bullet 

yearning to be turned red. “But that’s the funny thing about guns, Tantric. They have no loyalty. 

No matter if you’re the mightiest of creatures or the lowest of filth, no matter what you want to 

do with it, as long as you let it kill, it won’t care who holds it. We may claim the title, but guns 

are the true outlaws of this land. Remember that wherever you burn in.” 

Before Tantric could speak, Rhiannon pulls the trigger. Bang! Tusk turns toward the 

direction of his rider, standing over the limp corpse of her ex. He walks toward them, leaving 
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behind his distasteful victory to rot in the heat. Rhiannon takes a deep breath. She throws the gun 

far across her side and wipes the splotches off her face. Tusk walks past her, deciding on having 

human instead. 

“You sure about that Tusk? You might get stomach flu?” Rhiannon asked, staring at the 

beast as he lowers his jaw to the man’s feet. Tusk turns and growls in irritation; fangs still 

painted in green blood. She notices a few new scars along his face, back, and legs. The beast has 

had a long day; there was no point arguing with him. Rhiannon shrugs her shoulders. “Suit 

yourself.” 

Rhiannon walks away and picks up her empty gun, weightless like a feather. She checks 

for spare bullets and notices only 2 left, one normal and one her amber mark. Rhiannon knelt to 

find the others yet surprisingly they were nowhere in sight, no matter how much she swipes her 

hand gracefully over the tan sea. She stands up and sighs, loading in the remaining shots. 

Rhiannon turns around just in time to see Tusk flip the arm into his mouth with a sickening 

noise. 

*** 

Torrents of sand cover her mask and goggles, making sight useless for her. The pair had 

broken into the tornado and are now trudging through its rough winds. Rhiannon had her belly 

against Tusk’s rocky top, leather and strong straps tied on her back. Tusk, eyes shielded with a 

thin layer of black skin, stabs his claw into the ground. The storm blows like an ancient 

hurricane, threating to tear apart any who dares journey in ignorance. If she didn’t kill Tantric, 

this surely would have. She didn’t remember him looking prepared at all for this journey. 

Rhiannon, doing her best to clear her goggles, and Tusk turn left to right for any sign of a 
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clearing. Hours go by, maybe even weeks, until the disheveled pair see a bright silver light. Tusk 

goes toward it, feeling the blowing winds of the wolf calming down the closer they got. 

The clear blue-sky shines above the storm’s barrel. Tusk takes the relief from the storm 

immediately as he wiggles the sand off, ignoring Rhiannon’s annoyed yells. The first thing the 

dragon notices is his claws cutting into thick grassland rather than the soft and smooth sand. 

Rhiannon couldn’t see beyond Tusk’s raised head, yet she could still hear the crisp flow of a 

waterfall falling onto a pool. It clears her ears and her mind. An orb of blue passes by her face, 

revealing itself to be a fairy. Their wings shine of translucent silver. It giggles as it flies away, 

escaping Tusk’s bite. Rhiannon unstraps her back as she sits up to stare directly at the Silver 

Springs, her Oasis. Dancing flowers of red, blue, and yellow grow near the pure water. The 

fairies touch upon the water and spread their rainbow glow into it. Hares, regular ones unlike the 

Ygsyfahares in small hot spots, skip along the field, mouths filling with the bounty, until they 

rest on top of the white stones above the falls. Rhiannon had never seen such simple creatures 

before, staring at them in awe. 

 However, the White Witch was nowhere in sight! Her heart skips a beat as she steps off 

Tusk. The beast walks off to the side while Rhiannon walks toward the spring. Trees spanning 

past the stones gave a nice shade, so Rhiannon knelt down to drink from the spring. The Witch 

had to be somewhere, she keeps telling herself, but that didn’t mean she couldn’t stop for a 

handful of water. It flows so cleanly against her rough skin. Outlaws in the past have bled and 

died just to get any sip of this life bringer. Rhiannon felt it right to at least claim this victory. 

After refreshing her parched lips, she wipes her face and wet her hair. So cold against her scalp 

unlike the scorching sun. 
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“Beautiful isn’t it?” Rhiannon stands up quickly to the sound of the voice. It came from 

behind the waterfall, which Rhiannon notices hid a cavern. Wearing a silky robe of white, a 

woman hides her face in camouflage with the flowing water. Rhiannon could barely breathe, and 

her hands tingles in excitement. The White Witch’s red lips smile as she steps out of the falls and 

into the pool. The water around her ripple like flowers, shining the colors of silver, gold, and 

bronze. Rhiannon felt the mysticism shiver her skin. An aura of power and magic, more intense 

and harsher than the storm around them. Rhiannon takes a step back as the White Witch steps 

onto dry land, the grass under them bathing with the droplets of holy water. Even the green 

blades dance to her presence, and it seems the wind itself surrounds around her figure. Rhiannon 

gulps, never thinking about the actual nature of this Witch. A silent pause layers over them until 

the Witch pulls back her hood. Brown hair, fair skin, red lips, and eyes as blue as the long-lost 

sea. Rhiannon felt as though she is staring into a mirror; how similar the White Witch looks to 

her. The Witch, with a genuine smile on her face, looks around the Oasis. “Not many people get 

to see it. It feels quite lonely here without other people, but I do enjoy it.” 

“Some don’t deserve to see it. You owe me a favor,” Rhiannon said, eyes narrow the 

more she stares at the Witch. Her robe flows with the grass as the Witch turns toward Tusk, who 

is prowling around with his head low. He had his eyes set on a defenseless hare, young and naïve 

to the predator. Tusk’s long serpentine tongue touches the dew of the field, and his fangs slowly 

unsheathe. The Witch waves her hand at the beast in a kind manner. 

“I haven’t seen a Crimson Mare in centuries. They’re quite beautiful creatures,” The 

Witch comments just as Tusk dove in and snatches up the hare. She slowly turns around to 

Rhiannon, her young girl expression morphs into a serious adult frown. “You’re here for the 

Spring’s powers, right? You’re here for my power.” 
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“Yeah. I’m cursed, so I came all this way for you to remove it,” Rhiannon explained. Her 

words almost fumble from excitement. The White Witch pauses after the silence, blinking as if 

she didn’t get it.  

“I can’t do that.” 

“What? What do you mean you can’t?” Rhiannon exclaimed. She steps forward 

aggressively toward the Witch, catching the attention of Tusk. Despite her intimidating glare, the 

Witch did not yield or twitch. She became completely static. “They said you had the power to 

give people what they desire! I did so. now do it! Take my beauty, make me ugly, I don’t care. 

All I’m asking you is to just do it!” 

The White Witch keeps quiet, calm, even when Rhiannon gets in her face and bares her 

fangs. Tusk slowly slivers toward the 2, snarling quietly in case he had to take another life. 

“My power is for those who need it, not to give people what they want. You don’t need 

my power,” The White Witch said slowly. Rhiannon’s eyes constrict, her teeth clench, and her 

hair spreads like an eagle intimidating its prey. The Witch’s words pierced her heart more than 

any bullet.  

“Of course, I need it. I wouldn’t have wasted my time coming here to see you if I didn’t!” 

Rhiannon suddenly unsheathes her gun and position the barrel point blank at the Witch’s 

forehead. She growls as the Witch stares past the gun and at her with an emotionless face. Tusk 

lowers his upper body to pounce, ready to devour the witch if her magic pulls anything funny. 

Both were magical beings of this Wasteland. Tusk knew more about this romanced world more 

than any human, even his rider. Rhiannon stares directly into her eyes, seeing nothing but light 
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blue irises that fit well with her beloved beauty. A beauty that the whole, ugly world wants. A 

beauty that sent the rider spiraling down. “I’ll ask again. Remove my curse.” 

“You don’t-” Rhiannon snaps the hammer back. 

“I’ll do it!” Tears stream down and onto the grass. She could barely breath, her heart 

pumping too fast, and her vision blurry. The gun trembles in her hand. The Witch continues 

staring back with an undeterred expression. The storm’s howling winds calm as all the woodland 

creatures, from the out and open hares to the hidden ones beyond the trees, stare at the two. 

Rhiannon couldn’t understand it the more she stares at the Witch, her mind bending and breaking 

to the confusion. Memories of her parents, showering each other in kisses in front of the newly 

bought ranch, vividly play every time she blinks. Why her? Why do people love her beauty? 

Rhiannon’s eyes turn blank as she slowly goes to switch the loaded bullet for the amber one. 

Tusk watches her cautiously, noticing Rhiannon’s hopeless expression. Rhiannon turns her 

attention to the shining bullet, ready to make it disappear from sight into her. 

“Rhiannon, what you seek doesn’t lie with me or a bullet,” The Witch suddenly spoke. 

Rhiannon caught her breath as she felt that mythical aura surrounds her toward her skull. She 

quickly stops herself and grab the side of her head, feeling perverted to her breached psyche. The 

White Witch twiddled her fingers unnoticed. “Removing your beauty solves nothing. What you 

seek lies somewhere else beyond the realms of this reality.” 

“Stop playing games with me, witch. Tell me-” 

“That is for you to figure it out, but not as an outlaw. This is all I will say.” Rhiannon bit 

her lips, painting it a deeper shade of blood, as she indents the barrel’s hole deeper into the 

Witch’s forehead. She constricts the trigger with her finger. Then, Rhiannon froze when she 
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stares into the Witch’s eyes. No longer blue, her iris swirls like a galaxy of purples and blues. 

The planets swam along the sea of stars, forming two silhouettes of people before converging 

into one. Infant to child, child to adult, the constellation with flowing hair swings upside down. 

Rhiannon becomes star struck from the sight, her tears flowing gently. Then, bang! The 

woodland creatures turn away in fear of the Silver Springs flowing with the streaks of blood. 

Tusk’s mane unfolds as he snarls at the scene, claws ploughing the earth like the great Boar god 

Borwyth that taught man how to farm. Smoke brushes against the fair skin of the Witch as she 

hears the white noise in her left ear. Strands of hair flow down and pile up near her feet. 

Rhiannon gasps for air, wiping her tears, and retracting her gun. She flips it with ease so she 

could hold the cylinder. Rhiannon’s eyes quickly shift toward an angry Tusk, then back at the 

Witch. 

“I’m done here.” Rhiannon holsters her gun and turns away. The White Witch notices her 

hidden and content smile away from her steed. “Come on Tusk. Nothing here no more.” 

Tusk follows her as his mane folds back and his fangs retracts. He gets one last look at 

the White Witch, who waves goodbye to the fellow mystic, before scowling at her and following 

his rider. Near the dune storm, Rhiannon climbs on Tusk and turns around, realizing that she 

only saw a white rabbit in front of the Springs. Rhiannon blinks and looks around for any sign of 

the White Witch. She remembered the legends of witches turning into rabbits during her travels, 

though they came from the tongues of apprehensive people. She sighs, turning away to put her 

goggles on, lower her hat, and strap on for the rough exit out. As the pair disappear into the 

storm, the white rabbit stares with blue eyes as it nibbles on grass. It then looks up toward the 

sky, where the shadow of a bird passes across its face. 

*** 
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The day turns dark, along with the arrival of the nighttime breeze, as the pair slowly 

arrive at the rocky hill again. A few miles and they would arrive back at the small town so 

peaceful their mere presence before shook the people. It left an impression on Rhiannon, though 

right now she thought about the White Witch’s words. Her heart beats faster, though not from 

anxiety. Tusk takes notice, his mane exposing a coming fire. Rhiannon thinks of her parents 

again, though this time she can faintly remember their smiling faces when they used to hold her 

up as a baby. Back then she was loved; back then she didn’t care. Rhiannon holds her heart as 

she understood now as her parents fade away, maybe forever this time. She takes out her gun and 

flip the cylinder out. She stares at the amber bullet, humming a tune well known throughout the 

Wonder Wasteland. She smiles and nods her head as she stares at the wrong answer. Suddenly, 

the wind, the sand, Tusk, and everything else went silent. Rhiannon quickly clicks the cylinder 

back in place when she notices. The hair on the back of her neck stood still. A predator? Worse. 

She notices that Tusk had stopped walking for some time now. 

Before she could react, Tusk suddenly jumps up and throws her off into the air. 

Rhiannon’s vision swung all over, from the ground to the night sky, until she crashes into the 

earth. Though dazed, she darts her head up as Tusk roars at her, body flowing red from his 

draconic blood. Rhiannon’s eyes widen and she mouths “Oh my god.” She stands up as she 

stares at her steed, circling around her. She has become prey. Rhiannon takes a few steps back 

toward the mountain as Tusk prowls closer, ready to snap her in half. She knows beyond the 

rocks lays safety. However, she also knows she can’t outrun or out climb Tusk. Rhiannon 

reaches her hand out to reason with him, but Tusk snaps forward and tries to take it from her. 

She shivers from the thought, but there lays no alternative route for her. Rhiannon raises the gun 

and pulls back the hammer.  She lowers her hat to shadow her eyes. Tusk raises his head and 
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bellows toward the night sky. Those who stand on the peaks on both sides would surely freeze to 

the haunting roar of a Crimson Mare. Tusk shuts his mouth, steam pouring out, as he readies for 

a pounce. Rhiannon stays quiet and stands still. Tusk backs away for the pair to have distance. 

The wind picks up, a tumbleweed blowing next to the tango in the desert.  

In the blink of an eye, Tusk breaks the silence as he pounces toward his rider. Then, 

bang! The gun fire echoes over the sleeping world, where only the sleepless and the restless 

could hear. The dust settles as Rhiannon drops the empty gun. A single tear hit against the gold 

casing, letting that single spot shine with the moon. Tusk now lays beside her. She could hear his 

fangs slowly retracting back into his gaping mouth. She didn’t want to look. She turns away and 

flinches at the Hellhound pack once again in the distance. Their red eyes hide in the shadows. 

This time, however, they stare at Rhiannon in a haunting silence. Before long, they run away 

toward the mountain range and their forms fade away to the midnight sky. Rhiannon didn’t make 

a sound as she makes her way up the rocks. Her outlaw life left to the sands of the desert. 

*** 

The trip back to town would take longer now, but she didn’t mind the walk. Rhiannon 

looks up to the sky, seeing the Albatross flapping its wings as it ascends toward the heavens. 

Rhiannon grew a smile as she waves it goodbye. Hours went by. The sight of the town’s 

luminescence mirrored from her blue eyes. Rhiannon remembered a conversation she overheard 

back then about a plot of land being available. They told how no one wanted it, yet it held the 

most nourished soil for a farmer. Rhiannon nods her head, knowing now what to look forward to 

in the future. 

The End 


